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The ultimate activities for
an action-packed stay.

Bespoke charter itineraries
for exploring Montenegro.

Expert advice for world-class
enterprise and investment.

Luxury resorts on the
doorstep of discovery.
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P U B L I C AT I O N

WHY CHARTER MONTENEGRO?
For your final day, get a feel for why the country is
named ‘Black Mountain’ and go hiking, before

7

returning to the water’s edge. Pass a night in fabulous
style at Lazure Marina, deploying your charter’s
tender for a fun-packed final evening of watersports
and a delicious stop off at Rosemarine Restaurant.

FROM COAST TO COUTURE

Exploring Montenegro by charter grants ease of access to the nation’s stunning wealth of things
to see and do. Broker Burgess has been organising unforgettable charters for over 40 years with
vessels such as M/Y La Tania (49M). they give us an exclusive insight as to why Montenegro is such a
perfect destination for superyacht owners.
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Squeeze that business meeting into
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You’d be amazed how much can
be accomplished in seven days by
charter. By the end of the week, you
will have enough experiences and
memories to last you a lifetime.
2

waterfront restaurants, and upscale marinas provide ample

makes up in quality what it lacks in

opportunity to anchor up and go inland. Natural marvels such

quantity. The summer season lasts longer

as Lake Skadar and the northern mountains should not be

than most western destinations, water is

missed, and luckily, with a Burgess charter, nothing is off-

optimally calm and beaches are never too

limits.

crowded. Accessibility to Montenegro for embarkation or
disembarkation is convenient, with Tivat airport located just

Yachts like M/Y La Tania (49M) have the potential to unlock all

50m from the sea and the port only 20 minutes by car.

of your wildest charter aspirations. She is an excellent size for
navigating coves and ports, and offers fantastic amenities

The options for charter excursions in Montenegro are endless.

including an 11m Wahoo tender perfect for running ship-to-

Historical sites in the Bay of Kotor are best navigated by yacht,

shore in remote anchorages. She comes complete with a

and the glass-clear waters of Budva are ideal for making use of

fantastic selection of water toys and a fun-loving crew who

slides, jetskis and inflatables. There is no shortage of homeport

really know their stuff, making her the ideal vessel for a fun-

resorts where you can enjoy leisure offers, retail facilities and

packed charter in the Eastern Med.

capital, Podgorica. Start the day
with a coffee in the ‘Living Room’ of
CenterVille Hotel before venturing

tasting; the vineyards of the region produce
everything from floral sauvignons to dense

AVAILABLE FOR CHARTER WITH BURGESS

ontenegro’s 300m coastline more than

land to discover Montenegro’s

into the countryside for wine

DAY

EXPLORE MONTENEGRO WITH M/Y LA TANIA

your charter, stepping onto dry

vranacs. Once you’ve fallen in love with a bottle,

FROM €175,000 P/W.

ensure that Berba provision this straight back onto
your superyacht.

Cruise around to Trašte
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Bay and wander about ‘the
town’ of the incredible
Lustica Bay village resort, a
conglomeration of
entertainment facilities
and cultural institutions
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Utilise your tender to run ship-to-shore for a

DAY

5

DAY
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that have been built exclusively
for the project. Book a night at
The Chedi Hotel, indulging in a

lunch treat. Later, allow Montenegro Charter Ltd
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to create you a completely bespoke experience,
whether this be a private picnic, lobster on the
beach or exploring Kotor by helicopter; nothing
beats views of Boka Bay from above.

massage before setting sail.

We spoke to Burgess Charter Broker Diana Meza, who has been perfecting her
craft in the yachting industry for more than 18 years...
Spend the first few days of your retreat berthed
COULD YOU SHARE WITH US A PERFECT 24 HOURS
ONBOARD LA TANIA IN MONTENEGRO?

HOW DO THE CAPTAIN AND CREW OFFER A UNIQUE
CHARTER EXPERIENCE ON BOARD?

Leaving your charter at

Anchor in Kotor Bay, followed by a spot of shopping in the old town. Try lunch

LA TANIA (49M) has an extremely fun-loving crew where safety is always

anchor, drive up to

in a local restaurant before heading back on board for an afternoon utlising

paramount. They have an unparalleled cruising knowledge of the region

the water toys. Dinner will be served by the yacht's chef at sunset.

enabling them to recommend places of interest to all guests, no matter their
tastes. A can-do attitude has resulted in a 100% success charter record for

SHE HAS HAD A NEW INTERIOR REFIT WHICH IS STYLISH
YET TRADITIONAL, COULD YOU TELL ME MORE?

summer 2018, and nothing but outstanding feedback.

As you make your way back to
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Montenegro’s rocky
outcrops to zipline
across the Tara Canyon
at high speeds.
Alternatively, navigate
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the sea, stop off at Ostrog
Monastery, a popular
pilgrimage destination slotted
into a sheer cliff face.
Continue until you reach

exclusive beach, sample incredible dining and
have a plush massage before luxuriating in the
VIP lounge. Move onto the winding streets of
Old Town Kotor, soaking up the magic of the
ancient citadel.

Skadar Lake, tender up and
kayak! This icon of Montenegro conceals a

LA TANIA’s interior appeals to a wide range of clients due to its light colour

WHAT IS LA TANIA’S ‘STAND OUT FEATURE’ GUESTS
SHOULD KNOW ABOUT?

the jumping rapids of the Tara River by

trove of hidden treasures including an

scheme. Her relaxed, flexible layout allows 11 guests to be perfectly

The fantastic crew who will ensure your trip is memorable and, most of all,

white water raft or cycle amidst the

expanse of indigenous wildlife.

accommodated over five cabins.

fun! Also the 11m Wahoo tender, and the beautiful and calming interiors.

hulking massifs of Durmitor
National Park.
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at Allure Palazzi, where you can visit the

For more information contact Burgess
charter@burgessyachts.com
www.burgessyachts.com

A WEEKEND
For a three day mini break, some serious selection is in
order. In a charter, however, it is possible to fit history,
gastronomy and leisure into a long weekend.

For your first day, sail out to Our Lady of the Rocks, an artificially
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created islet in the Bay of Kotor crowned by an ornate church.
Follow this with swimming and watersports in the bay and
dinner at Conte Restaurant, a historic eatery in Perast known for
seafood so fresh that you can taste the salt of the Adriatic.

Cruise down the coast to Budva to glimpse the
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world famous Sveti Stefan, a small island-comeresort known for its string of celebrity guests in the
1960s. The afternoon can be spent deploying water
toys in the clear waters of the region’s beaches.
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3

DAY

1

DAY
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End up in Tivat, berthing the iconic Porto
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Montenegro to take advantage of the beach club,
luxury dining and Rolex store. Make sure to pop
into the waterfront parlour Moritz Eis for
something sweet and cold as the sun reaches its
highest point.

AN

Exceptional

CHARTER

Whether you’re watching the wild jungle wilderness of
the North approach in the distance, or dining on deck as
sunsets of Budva light up the sky, there are a multitude
of ways to cruise Montenegro’s waters. Whether you
are an extended family, a group of friends or a couple
seeking a romantic getaway to the rumbling beauty
of the Eastern Med, there is an ideal yacht for your
every desire- toys, tenders and memories included.

REVE D'OR

AGRAM

Rêve d’Or 2011-2017 build is currently one of

HANIKON

the largest and most luxurious charter yachts

Stylish, spacious and silent; Hanikon

jacuzzi and a massage room that

permanently located in the Adriatic. If that’s

boasts impressive Feadship pedigree

converts to a twin cabin. Additionally,

SHERAKHAN

not enough, she is characterized by a stunning

with an interior styled by HB Design.

her full-beam upper salon opening

Sherakhan is a true globe-trotter, designed for effortless

blue hull and an elegant superstructure

Her exceptionally low noise and

to an extended bridge deck is a

exploration. Combining wide decks with classic interiors for

design featuring large windows along her

vibration levels, make her joyously

highly popular on board area. Throw

26 guests, she is a top choice for extended families or large

main-deck. Perfectly reflecting her timeless

comfortable and Koop Nautic Fin

in an experienced charter captain

friendship groups looking to take on the rustic allure of the

appeal as a Sanlorenzo, she also offers

Stabilisers offer enhanced stability

and crew, and you’re all set for your

East Mediterranean. Her 7m high atrium with dining room, fully

Captain Ian and his exceptional crew of

both at anchor and underway.

East Mediterranean charter.

equipped gym, spa and beauty salon (with a full-time beauty

eight, ensuring your stay onboard across

SLEEPS 12 | LENGTH 46M

Other perks include her sun-deck,

SLEEPS 12 | LENGTH 50M

therapist as part of the crew), are just a few of her stand out features.

Montenegro is one to remember.

PRICE FROM EUR 190, 000

equipped with a bar, bbq, and large

PRICE FROM EUR 225,000

Throw in an 18 person jacuzzi and a Chef who was once appointed
to the Dutch King and Queen, it is a charter experience unrivalled.

Agram is the charter
charmer built by

For more information contact Y.CO

the Dutch shipyard
extensive refit that took place 2016. Her sleek
and sporty exterior and elegant, airy interior are

SEQUEL P

designed by Omega Architects and the Heesen

With a wonderful contemporary feel, and an

in house Team. She boasts three splendid decks,

impressive inventory of watertoys, SEQUEL

a spacious salon on the main deck and a sky

P offers the perfect charter from A-Z.

lounge as a second salon. Her stunning seating

Launched in 2009 by Proteksan Turquoise

area on the foredeck and her sundeck equipped

Yachts, she showcases a stunning design and

with a Jacuzzi for sipping mimosas, sun pads,
a bar and BBQ, are the perfect perks on your

SERENITY II

Mediterranean charter.

A yacht that truly gives you the feeling of ‘a home

flexible six cabin setup, perfect for extended
families or friends. Her expansive sundeck and
inviting interior by H2 Design, perfectly blends

on the water’ is Serenity II. This 2010 build, boasts
SLEEPS 12 | LENGTH 44.17M

an elegant interior by the London’s H2 Design.

PRICE FROM EUR 155,000

Her open-plan main salon with impressive full

charter@iyc.com
www.iyc.com
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MONTENEGRO INDEPTH | YACHT EXPERIENCE

PRICE FROM EUR 425,000

experience@y.co
www.y.co

Heesen in 2008, with an

For more information contact IYC

SLEEPS 26 | LENGTH 69.7M

supreme comfort and style. Unique features include a massage
therapy room and fully equipped gym, ticking the box for those
seeking wellness on their Mediterranean escape.

beam windows feature a range of exotic woods

LA TANIA

and stylish custom furniture. The perfect hub for

Sporting a stunning new interior,

Her brand new 'beach club feel'

relaxing and entertaining, the main salon features

a gleaming paint job and an eye-

interior refit includes stylish stand-

a large bar, seating area and a full formal dining

catching grey and white hull, LA

alone furniture, wall panelling, and

table for exquisite delicacies prepared by its chef.

TANIA is the perfect combination

sumptuous carpets, inviting endless

Her sundeck, which includes an outdoor lounge

of contemporary luxury and modern

hedonistic days of relaxation at sea.
SLEEPS 11 | LENGTH 49M

area and a Jacuzzi, is a delectable spot, offering

SLEEPS 12 | LENGTH 40M

technology. Her unrivalled qualities

spectacular mountain views of Montenegro.

PRICE FROM EUR 95,000

as a charter yacht don’t end there.

SLEEPS 12 | LENGTH 54.7M
PRICE FROM EUR 236, 000

For more information contact Burgess
charter@burgessyachts.com
www.burgessyachts.com

PRICE FROM EUR 175,000
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